A E+ beam of 990-MeV/c momentum was used to produce a E' beam in charge-exchange collision with a copper target. By interposing an iron regenerator at a certain distance from the target and taking sparkchamber pictures of 22r decays behind the regenerator, we have observed the interference in the 2' decay mode between the Es state produced in the original charge exchange and the Es state (Er,s) produced via regeneration. The diBerence in phase between these Eg and Ez,g states depends upon the proper time elapsed between production and regeneration (because of the mass diBerence between E8 and El,) and can therefore be changed at will by changing the corresponding distance. The shape of the curve with the observed minimum gives us the magnitude of the mass diGerence, and its sign as well if the phase of the regeneration amplitude is given. In a separate work we have determined that phase from scattering experiments with charged kaons on iron nuclei. Comparing that information with the present experiment, we obtain the following results: (1) The two-pion states into which Es and I'I 8 decay are quantum-mechanically identical. Since (Er, ) and (Era) interference has already been observed, we must then expect that the time dependence of the 2s decay of E' will differ from that of E' because of the (Es)-+,j2s), (Es) -+ (2v) interference. (2) The sign of the mass difference is such that Es is heavier than Es with a level of con6dence that, barring unknown systematic errors, appears to be beyond question. (3) 
INTRODUCTION
" "T follows from the theoretical analysis of the neutral --kaons that the two states Eq and El, , which remain unchanged by the decay process, are also the states for which the mass has its simplest and narrowest distribution. The difference between the central values of the mass spectra of the two states produces oscillations (erst noted by Serber') in the strangeness of an initially pure E beam and in various phenomena associated with the regeneration. '
At the time this experiment started, there seemed to be a puzzling discrepancy between the values of the mass difference obtained by the regeneration method~' * Work was done in partial fultIllment of the requirements for the Ph. D. degree for Susarla S. Murty. Zs, ZL,s T. Fujii, J. V. Jovanovich, F. Turkot, and G. T. Zorn, Phys. Rev. Letters 13, 253 (1964 Rev. 140, 8217 (1965) . '9 Actually, because of the real part of the elastic scattering 
The Tmx.E IV. Table II This was accomplished by measuring Ez events at a close geometry with no regenerator. With the proper correction for Eq decay, this setting furnished the production spectrum S(p)=dlP/dp (see Fig. 7 Table IX ).
of course also furnish our normalization, but the accuracy which we would obtain in this way is not as good as that obtained from the EI.decay. Nevertheless, it. pays to inspect the angular distribution of all regenerated events for each T interval (Fig. 9) , which shows rather clearly the effect of the interference, independently from the EI, normalization. Vhth the EI. decay normalization, we can Plot Adora(T)/61Vs(T) (see Figs. 10 and 12).
As reported in a separate paper, " a scattering experiment on charged kaons gave the results of Table IX After the scattering at x, in general at an angle 8 diferent from zero, the scattered wave is f"(8)0(D+x)(E,)+f21(8)I(D+x) I E, ) +f" (8) One recognizes that the sum of the first two amplitudes is exactly fll times the amplitude which we study in the transmission interference eft'ect, and which approaches zero at T=5.5 (Fig. 10) . Figure I4 shows the observed intensity of 2~decays versus T for 6-cm and 3-cm data combined.
The theoretical fit (Fig. 15) follow from the assumption that the vector 6eld obeys canonical (c number) commutation relations and the divergence conditions of the currents to which they are coupled. The notation of the preceding paper by Brown and the author' will be used throughout. In that paper the basic equations, ' are used to prove the current-algebra commutation relations and (6) Ij, (O, x), jb (O, r ) j=C,s. j, (r)8(r x)--sf. s"'(r')~.~( r -x'), (~) and the canonical commutators,
LG, '"(O, r), Bs'(0 r) j =ib"b, t 8(x x'), -[8 "(0 r) Bs(, ox') j= 0=LG "(0 r) Gs" (O, r')j, (5) G.~" =8~8 "-8"8r ),Go""+m'B. "= gj ", a"j. =d. +igC.s.Bs"j:, subject to the assumptions that Rev. 156, 1724 (1967)]which will subsequently be referred to as (I).
3 M. Gell-Mann, Physics 7, 63 (1964) . 4 The status of the commutator of the space components of the vector Geld with the time component of the current is still open to question; this point is discussed later.
' The metric (-1,1,1,1) is used; C,s, are the totally antisymmetric structure constants of the internal symmetry group. 
